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SURVEY: ONLINE SHOPPERS EXHIBIT NEED FOR SPEED
PROMPT DELIVERY TOPS BEING ECO-FRIENDLY
When it comes to home delivery, U.S. online shoppers
clearly favor speed, the latest NielsenIQ omnibus poll finds.
Same-day delivery, same-day pickup and next-day/later
pickup all gained traction among online consumers during
the COVID-19 pandemic, whereas two-day and next-day
delivery lost interest, according to NielsenIQ’s Omnichannel
Shopping Fundamentals Survey, which was conducted
Feb. 26 to March 28.
Twenty-seven percent of shoppers polled considered sameday delivery in September 2020, up from 23% in September
2019, NielsenIQ reported. And on the click-and-collect side,
28% opted for same-day pickup in September 2020 vs. 20%
a year earlier, and 27% of shoppers considered next-day or
later pickup in September 2020 against 18% in the prioryear period.
Along the same lines, 55% of customers chose two-day
or more delivery in September 2020, compared with 64%
in September 2019. Next-day delivery also
declined in those time periods, to 35% from
37% of consumers.
“The study’s most significant findings
hammer home consumers’ surging penchant
for speedy delivery,” Chicago-based
NielsenIQ explained. “Sixty-one percent of
the national consumer survey panelists said
they would prefer to have their products delivered as quickly
as possible, while 39% of online shopper panelists claimed
a preference for having their product deliveries consolidated
in one shipment to reduce packaging and the number of
delivery trips — even if it prolongs the delivery process.”
NielsenIQ research also captured online shoppers’ declining
interest in longer delivery and pickup windows. For example,
10% of consumers surveyed preferred same-day delivery in
September 2020 vs. 7% of shoppers in September 2019,
while 13% favored same-day pickup in September 2020
compared with 9% of shoppers a year earlier.
Likewise in September 2020, 40% of online customers
preferred two-day or more delivery (vs. 51% a year earlier),
16% favored next-day delivery (vs. 20% a year earlier) and
13% opted for next-day/later pickup (vs. 6% a year earlier).
In general, the preference trends held at the same rates
across consumer demographics and income segments,
but with some exceptions, NielsenIQ noted. The bigger the
household, the more concerned shoppers were with faster
delivery, as 63.2% of homes with children favored quick
delivery versus 59.8% of households without kids. Also,
Asian-Americans (47.8%), Millennials (44.1%) and seniors
(41.4%) were more apt to opt for more sustainable delivery.
“Whether customers opt for rapid delivery, curbside
pickup, recurring trips to the store or all of the above,”
NielsenIQ stated, “the future of omni-shopping will revolve
around retailers’ abilities to meet consumers’ needs and
expectations while deepening the relationships with their
customers.”

ADVERTISER NEWS
Amazon.com says it will raise wages for 500,000 workers by 50 cents to $3 an hour. The announcement came
about as a result of Amazon’s decision to move up its fall
pay review. Raises will begin rolling out to workers beginning in May and are expected to build on Amazon’s recruitment efforts. The retail and technology giant has said
that it does not plan to raise its hourly minimum wage of
$15... Casey’s General Stores has agreed to sell six of
its gas stations to settle a Federal Trade Commission
complaint, the Des Moines Register reports. The FTC
said the convenience store retailer’s proposed acquisition of the Bucky’s Convenience Stores chain would
increase its monopoly power in parts of Iowa and Nebraska... Apple reported big sales increases across it devices
and services during the first three months of the year. The
tech giant posted a 66% increase in iPhone sales, a 77%
jump in iPads and a 60% gain for iMacs. The company’s
wearables, home and accessories were up
24%... McDonald’s reported that samestore sales jumped 13.6% in Q1 as the
U.S. economy began to open up. The fastfood giant posted flat same-store numbers
in the first quarter of 2020 after sales fell
off with the effects of the pandemic beginning to be felt in major markets around the
nation... Allbirds, the direct-to-consumer sneaker brand,
is considering filing for an initial public offering as investor interest is high. The New York Times says the company, which features shoes made from merino wool, is a
favorite among environmentally conscious consumers.
Allbirds’ sneakers require 60% less energy to make than
synthetic rivals. The company was last valued at around
$1.7 billion… DoorDash has updated its pricing to include
a new basic plan that charges restaurants 15% of each
order, about half the previous rate. The new plan places
limits on orders that qualify and the areas where delivery will be covered. The new pricing shifts more of the
costs to customers instead of restaurants… Beer brand
Dos Equis has launched its first campaign since unveiling a brand refresh last summer. “A Dos of XX” is the first
major branding effort since Dos Equis brought on Sid Lee
as its creative AOR in December. The campaign features
a new tagline, “Get a Dos,” a play on words that invites
consumers to get a taste of everything life has to offer...
Fast-casual restaurant chain Schlotzsky’s is doubling
down on meatier sandwiches — to the magnitude that it
needs Terry Bradshaw to train people how to eat them.
That’s the gist of the “Train For A Mouthful” regimen and
its three exercises — The Breadlift, The Chew Chew and
The Stacks on Deck — as explained by the NFL icon in a
campaign that began this week. It’s part of a buy-one, getone promotion running through May 2 that’s designed to
generate awareness of meatier sandwiches. It’s available
only to Schlotzsky’s loyalty program members.

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
An estimated 26.9 million people watched President
FOX Television Stations, WFLD-Chicago and WITIBiden’s address across 16 broadcast and cable networks Milwaukee have immediate remote/virtual opportunities for
on Wednesday, according to Nielsen figures released experienced OTT salespeople to manage
yesterday. That’s a steep drop from the 47.7 million who develop, assist and service business for
watched former President Trump’s first speech to a joint the Fox local extension OTT platform
session on Feb. 28, 2017. Nielsen said the bulk of Biden’s (FLX). The Account Executive is
audience — 18.5 million — were 55 and older. The figures responsible for prospecting new business,
include OOH viewing. Starting at approximately 9:10 PM presenting FLX capabilities via Zoom and in-person. Act
(ET), the speech, just over an hour long, aired live on as category expert, working alongside Fox linear sales
ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, Telemundo, Univision, PBS, teams. Overseeing all schedules throughout the campaign;
CNBC, CNN, CNNe, Fox Business
work directly with stations, advertising
Network, FOX News Channel, MSNBC,
agencies and clients to increase revenue
Newsmax, NewsNation and Newsy...
for the FLX platform. CLICK HERE to
So many people recognized me
Fox has greenlit a revival of musical game
apply for Chicago. CLICK HERE to apply
with my mask on that I had to
show Don’t Forget the Lyrics hosted by
for Milwaukee.
cross “Bank Robber” off my
Niecy Nash for next season, which will
WPBF 25, the Hearst-owned ABC
list of career options.
also be available for streaming on Fox
affiliate in the beautiful West Palm
Entertainment’s free, ad-supported Tubi
Beach, Fla., market, has an incredible
platform. The original version aired on
opportunity for you! WPBF 25 is looking
Fox from 2007 to 2009 and was hosted
for a dynamic sales superstar to join
FunnyTweeter.com
by Wayne Brady. A syndicated revival
our phenomenal sales team. The ideal
aired from 2010 to 2011, hosted by Sugar
candidate will bring both broadcast
Ray’s Mark McGrath... Staying with Fox: The network has and digital sales experience and will possess the drive and
given a series order for next season to The Big Leap with ability to thrive in a fast-paced, highly competitive market.
Scott Foley, Teri Polo and Piper Perabo. The upcoming Your creativity, originality and passion for developing new
series is described as a “big-hearted, rowdy dramedy” about business will be encouraged and rewarded! CLICK HERE to
a group of diverse, down-on-their-luck characters attempting apply. EOE.
to change their lives by participating in a potentially lifeKMBC-TV, Hearst Television’s ABC affiliate in Kansas
ruining reality dance show that builds to a live production City, has an opening for an experienced Account Executive.
of Swan Lake. Ten episodes have been ordered... The We are looking for an AE who is
Wonderful World of Disney film series will return on ABC highly motivated, can grow revenue
on Monday, May 3 beginning with the broadcast debuts of on existing accounts and secure
both Disney and Pixar’s Incredibles 2 and Finding Dory. new advertisers to the station. Ideal
Also featured will be Monsters, Inc., Tangled and The candidate will have strong business development experience
Princess and the Frog... The 2020-21 TV season isn’t over as well as the ability to effectively negotiate. If you have a
yet, but CBS has claimed the crown in total viewers for the proven track record of producing revenue on multiple
13th consecutive year. The network yesterday projected platforms, CLICK HERE to apply. EOE.
it will end the pandemic-battered season with an average
of 6.3 million total viewers, with help from the Super Bowl See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
telecast in February, which fell below the 100 million-viewer
threshold but set a record for streaming viewing on that 7-ELEVEN THINKS BIG WITH LATEST TV EFFORT
Sunday, and the success of The Equalizer reboot starring
7-Eleven Inc. is rolling out its biggest television advertising
Queen Latifah that launched right after the big game (20.4 push in years as part of a marketing campaign to counter
million viewers). A big boost this season came from Oprah increasing competition from all sides and to gain a new look
Winfrey’s blockbuster interview with Prince Harry and from shoppers, The Wall Street Journal reports.
Meghan Markle, which brought in nearly 18 million viewers
The convenience store chain reportedly plans to spend
in its live airing on March 7.
more than $70 million this year on the campaign, more than
doubling its marketing spending last year.
NBC STATIONS REBRAND: NBCUNIVERSAL LOCAL
The TV commercials, which were directed by Spring
NBCUniversal Owned Television Stations has rebranded Breakers director Harmony Korine, depict its customers as
as NBCUniversal Local. The change is immediate.
an eclectic group, including a roller-skating performer who
“As we continue to transform together and to better represent makes good use of the parking lot, lowrider bike enthusiasts
all the local businesses that make up our division, we decided who circle the gas pumps and a band that orders 7-Eleven
to rebrand our group to NBCUniversal Local,” Valari Staab, food and drinks delivered to its garage. The campaign is
the group’s president, said in a memo.
themed “Take It to Eleven.”
The properties include 42 NBC- and Telemundo-owned
Company executives decided about 18 months ago they
stations; seven regional sports networks; multicast networks needed to tell consumers about their upgrades in food,
NBCLX, Cozi TV and TeleXitos; regional cable news network operations and other areas, according to CMO Marissa
NECN; production company LXTV; in-house marketing and Jarratt. “The company realized we’ve been investing in
promotions company Skycastle; out-of-home business NBC these big transformational initiatives and we’ve got to tell the
Everywhere; and the Arthouse, which does graphic design. consumer we’re changing,” she said.
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PEACOCK SIGNUPS AT 42M, BUT LOSS HITS $277M GRAY TV SELLS QUINCY DIVESTITURE STATIONS
NBCUniversal said its Peacock direct-to-consumer
Gray Television has reached a deal to divest six TV
streaming service lost $277 million in the first quarter as stations currently owned by Quincy Media to Byron
signups rose to 42 million.
Allen’s Allen Media Broadcasting for $380 million in
NBCU said it had 35 million Peacock signups at a cash.
presentation last month and 33 million the end of Q4.
Allen Media, which owns and operates local TV stations
NBCU and other media companies are pivoting to streaming in 12 markets, also owns networks like The Weather
as consumers cut the cord with traditional pay TV. NBCU’s Channel and the free-streaming service Local Now.
parent Comcast reported that it lost 491,000 video customers
Earlier this year, Gray reached a deal to acquire Quincy
while adding 461,000 broadband customers.
for $925 million in cash. To facilitate regulatory approvals,
The company said Peacock benefited in the quarter from the Gray agreed to sell to Allen Media six stations currently
addition of exclusive domestic streaming
owned by Quincy. Each operates in
rights to WWE Network and The Office.
a market where Gray also owns and
Peacock had revenues of $91 million in
operates a station.
the quarter.
The include KVOA (NBC), Tucson,
The Peacock streaming
service saw signups rise to
NBCU is getting ad prices for Peacock
Ariz. (Nielsen DMA Rank 64); WKOW
42 million in the first quarter,
that exceed NBC primetime on a cost(ABC), Madison, Wis. (DMA 81);
up from 33 million as of Q4.
per-thousand (CPM) basis, according to
WSIL / KPOB (ABC), Paducah, Ky.NBCU CEO Jeff Shell.
Harrisburg, Ill. (DMA 84); KWWL
Shell said yesterday that when Peacock
(NBC), Cedar Rapids, Iowa (DMA 92);
started it sold advertising on a sponsorship
WXOW / WQOW (ABC), La CrosseNBCUniversal
model with 10 charter sponsors.
Eau Claire, Wis. (DMA 129); WAOW /
Peacock is exceeding the impression
WMOW (ABC), Wausau-Rhinelander,
guarantees made to those sponsors, so NBCU has been Wis. (DMA 136); and WREX (NBC), Rockford, Ill. (DMA
able to sell some Peacock commercials on a spot basis this 139).
quarter.
Gray expects to close these transactions following receipt
“We are achieving CPMs that are equal or in some cases of regulatory and other approvals in Q3.
above what we’re getting on NBC prime, which is our gold
standard,” Shell said.
VIZIO, VERIZON MEDIA MAKE DEAL FOR CTV ADS
Vizio, the smart TV set manufacturer, and Verizon Media
HYUNDAI TAPS CELEBRITIES IN TUCSON SUV PUSH have struck a major data access and TV inventory deal —
In the automotive business, few marketing battles are as all to foster better cross-platform and connected TV (CTV)
important — or intense — as those in the compact SUV advertising deals, Television News Daily reports.
segment. Brands including Toyota RAV4, Honda CR-V
In January 2022, Verizon Media will be the exclusive
and Nissan Rogue have long used big-budget campaigns demand-side platform (DSP) for Vizio’s Inscape, the TV
to stand out in what has become one of the hottest-selling automated content recognition (ACR) data company.
categories in the entire industry.
The companies say the deal puts together the largest
Ad Age reports that Hyundai yesterday began trying to footprint of opted-in ACR smart TV set data from Vizio (18
muscle into the race with what it describes as the company’s million homes) with the biggest footprint of omnichannel
largest-ever ad campaign for the Tucson, which has lagged data from Verizon Media — 200 billion daily cross-screen
in the segment.
signals from mobile and other digital devices.
Ads from Innocean feature a range of celebrities — including
Verizon Media’s DSP is a client of Inscape on a
Jason Bateman, Mindy Kaling and NBA star Kawhi nonexclusive basis.
Leonard — who will soon be popping up in TV and digital
Also, Verizon Media’s supply-side platform (SSP) will
ads as part of a marketing blitz for the newly redesigned have a “first-look” of unsold Vizio Ads smart TV inventory,
2022 model.
which it can sell.
Hyundai and its media agency Canvas also lined up
integrations with National Geographic, Fox’s Masked WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
Singer and ESPN’s 30 for 30, as well as buys on TikTok
and plenty of outdoor advertising.
THIS AND THAT
The U.S. gross domestic product rose at a 6.4% annual rate
in Q1 as millions of Americans received and subsequently
spent stimulus checks provided by the federal government,
The Wall Street Journal reports. The economy accelerated
as the quarter went on as more Americans were vaccinated
against COVID-19... The number of Americans filing for firsttime unemployment benefits came in at 553,000 last week,
13,000 fewer than the week before, according to the Labor
Department. The weekly jobless number was the lowest it
has been since the pandemic hit the U.S. in 2020.
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